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Iolcp research report

September is my 12th single mark as issue editor, and I've been taking stock of my first year. The primary mission of this magazine is to serve you, reader. So I would like to share this informal annual report with you, along with a look ahead. When I introduced myself in the October 2017 issue, I included my e-mail address and asked you to send feedback and suggestions for articles. And you replied-in
numbers. In the January issue, we added authors' e-mail addresses at the end of each article. In both cases, I wanted to invite you to have a direct conversation with us. Your e-mail has been helpful and polite (with some challenges, which is exactly what I'd expect from loyal, attentive readers). You've sent good ideas to the article — among them middle-class families working it out in June and planning for
retirement as the same person in July. And you've shared your personal finance visits. I love hearing what's on your mind. I have used this column to share insights into our editorial philosophy — for example, our promise to stay clear from politics and to keep our editorial content independent of advertisers. Mostly, I've shared my personal finance stories. I think you have the right to know a man who is
ultimately responsible for what we print every month. Our farm team. The toughest challenge of the past year has been to accommodate a shallower bench of writers and editors. Former editor Janet Bodnar retired last July, followed by two senior editors. Kiplinger works like a major league team that pulls from its agricultural system — we nurture and train journalists and usually promote from the ranks. We
elevated Anne Smith to editor-in-chief, to editor-in-chief of Sandy Block and Fane Wolfer. (We had recruited senior editor Eileen Ambrose from AARP.) We're still looking for another investment writer, but in the meantime we're filled with top-notch freelancers. Because times are tough for the publishing industry, we were unable to replace the employees we promoted. I am proud to report that all of our
writers, editors and designers (led by art director Stacey Harrison) have stepped up. As for the content, we are committed to deliver timely, actionable, accurate and unbiased stories. In the coming year, we plan to help you prepare for the (final) end of the bull market and navigate the bond market for earnings. We will also run you through your 2018 tax returns and produce special reports on long-term care
insurance and ID theft. (And I hope you enjoy our collection of quick and easy financial tips in this issue.) When I became an editor, I had no intention of playing with success. So instead of revolutionizing, we tweaked the magazine around the edges. We introduced millennial money columns and more basic articles to increase our reach to younger and less knowledgeable readers; Janet started writing a
new life in the retirement column; And we've had more Add more charts and graphics in. We are close to starting I mentioned a year ago; I will keep posting you on that. And if you have Alexa, the Amazon digital assistant, you can now hear Kiplinger's closing bell market report every working day. On the Alexa app, go to skills and games and search for the closing bell to add it to your flash briefing. Or you
can sign up to get kiplinger.com/go/invest via old-fashioned e-mail. May 2, 2015 12:00 AM ET ET Order Reprint print articles These reports, excerpted and edited by Barron, were recently released by investment and research firms. Many can be thomson.com/financial via Thomson Reuters or obtained at 800-638-8241. They are also available in the company-research area of WSJ.com or through
Factiva.com. The issuers of some reports have given companies hope to provide investment-banking or other services. Buy Union Pacific • UNP-NYSE • Price by Deutsche Bank on April 28 at $107.51 We are maintaining our 2015-16 EPS projections of $6.28 and $7.20 respectively, as we see a compelling multiyear earnings growth story supported by secular intermodal, petrochemical and mexican
opportunities in particular. Large rail takes goods from every major commodity group and from Mexico, in a business division between Kansas City Southern (KSU) and Ferromex, a unit of a private rail consortium in which Union Pacific holds a 26% stake. Northbound shipments account for nearly half of UNP's overall cross-border traffic, including mainly finished vehicles, auto parts, beer and food products
and intermodal shipments. Southbound shipments are mostly auto parts, grains, dry feed materials, intermodal, steel, plastics, minerals, food and oil and soda ash. We maintain our buy rating and set our price target at $126. Ametek • Buy AME-NYSE • Prices were up 11% to $52.31 on April 28 by Jefferies first quarter 2015 earnings, in line with us and road forecasts. Organic sales, up 1%, were lower than
we expected of 2%, but the margins were long. As we had expected, the designer and manufacturer of high-tech measuring, monitoring and imaging tools and advanced materials for the aerospace, energy and medical markets confirmed their 2015 EPS guidance at $2.58 to $2.63 (+7% to +9% a year) through a cost reduction plan to offset slower organic sales and more difficult forex environments. We
are maintaining our 2015 EPS estimate of $2.62 (+8% Y/Y). For 2016, our EPS estimate is also unchanged at $2.91 (+11% Y/Y), and our year-end price target is set at $65 per share. C.H. Robinson Worldwide • CHRW-Nasdaq Overweight • Price $68.94 By Barclays on April 27 Earlier this year, we felt like one of the only bulls on third-party shipping and logistics provider shares. But now earnings have
come in below our first-quarter estimate, and, more importantly and for bear debt, net revenue growth of 6% in April suggested slowing materials in a core transportation business. Company Recent This year should add close to 6% in net revenue growth; That suggests there have been limited organic expansion, at least early this spring. Gross margins improved, but largely caused through near fuel
surcharges. Despite a slightly brighter freight market outlook, we think growth challenges will remain in the less robust spot-trucking business in 2015, although CHRW shares trade at discounted valuations, relative to the company's history and especially to an asset-light, high-return business. Our target price: $77, down from $80. Buy Celdex Therapeutics • CLDX-Nasdaq • Priced on April 28 by Breen
Capital, the $23.92 Biopharma company reported first-quarter 2015 revenue of $500,000 and a loss per share of 33 cents. Those numbers, reasonably in line with consensus estimates, are currently immaterial metrics. General and administrative expenditure was $6 million and research and development expenditure was $25 million in the quarter, versus $6 million and $27 million in fourth quarter 2014.
Most importantly, Celdex ended the first quarter 2015 with a healthy $360 million in cash and investment, which should be enough to support operational and clinical development through 2017, assuming full approval for Rintaga- a treatment for glioblastoma, or GBM, a type of brain tumor— which is currently in Phase 3 trials. Our target price is set at $35. Container Stores • TCS-NYSE Outperformance •
Priced on April 15 by Credit Suisse at $21.69 We continue to see the retailer- which mainly specializes in storing and organizing products for the home, including shelving, bins and closet systems- as a winning concept with long-term growth potential. But the key investment question for this growth story is whether it can reverse the traffic decline seen over the past two years, and/or the growth story. Weak
fiscal 2014 (ending February 2015) results and first-quarter fiscal 2015 comp guidance suggest little immediate improvement on the traffic issue. Like other retailers, TCS has been hurt by the slowing down of traffic. It's been one of the biggest pushbacks on this story, with inevitable questions about publicity and pricing strategies. With the power of initiative in its closet systems [which are usually high ticket
items], traffic seems less important to the story right now, and we see opportunities in the company's marketing campaign to generate more store visits per customer. But we're still reducing our fiscal 2015 EPS projections from 62 cents to 32 cents and our 12-month price to $18, $27 less. To consider this section, the content must be sent to Research@barrons.com. A business research report has the
same functions as an academic research report. The main point is to research an area or subject to collect more information about it. Topics may include budget research, customer service satisfaction research, product development research and effective marketing campaign research. This A business research report is to provide business officials' information or data related to a specific subject or region.
It can be both internal and external research. For example, if the business research report focuses on customer service and business relationships with its current customers, the research assistant can complete a research questionnaire or interview with interested customers. According to the ACS, a research report contains specific sections to present the data professionally. The report must contain a title
page that includes the date of the report and indicates the nature of the data in the report. It should also include the substance of the research being carried out, the introduction of the report, the discussion of experiments or methods used to obtain information, the results of research, discussions of the changes to be made and a conclusion that sums up the report and research as a whole. The results of
business research reports are used to analyse and identify problems or problems that need to be addressed to improve services or products. For example, if customer service satisfaction surveys show that employees are often rude on the phone when addressing callers, company officials can identify this complaint through data in the report. A research report can also help identify patterns in seasonal
sales or demand for specific products. The findings section of the research reports can include graphs and charts so the reader can easily read and check the results. If research was collected using interviews, copies of written interviews should be included in the appendix, which is a complementary feature of the report. Interviews can also be conducted with employees working directly with the field being
researched for research or reports. Instead of getting a professional and internal perspective can help create a bigger picture rather than just getting an external customer perspective. Perspective.
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